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 The advection is excellent and the zero drag kokoro at moderate speed, the noise is pleasantly reminiscent of a cooler water
based bait, enough to attract a bite. However, when the wind gets up, the original kokoro really starts to sing. The key to this

kokoro is the Agulhas current in which it is currently known. In the summer of 1998 I had the privilege to fish with both Gerald
and Glenn from FlashyBassFishing on a trip to the beautiful country of South Africa. It was one of the best trips of my life. On

the second day we went to see the amazing beaches and wildlife of False Bay. As we were exiting the front of the old Cape
Point lighthouse, Gerald’s words, “Hey check that out.” It was a large barrel jellyfish and we had to get out of the boat, as it was
swarming with thousands of them and there was no escape. They were relentless and did not seem to be bothered by the boat in
which we were anchored. Gerald proceeded to tell us of the number of times his family and friends had been attacked and stung
by these creatures, and how disorientated they become if they get stung. It is difficult to describe the pain, but if you have ever

been stung by a jellyfish, you will know what I mean. I caught my first fish on the 27th June, one of the best days ever. We were
on the rocks where the ferry used to berth, the sun was just coming up and I was sitting in my kayak fishing some silver and

golden yakagi. I caught the last fish of the day on a cast. It was a great feeder and I started to joke that the fish was so hungry,
that I was fighting a 20lb tarpon at the time. The fish was putting on a good show, jumping and coming up off the bottom, when
it was hit. A 5 foot long yellow tail bream came up and sank my yakagi. That was no good and Gerald said it was not his day, but

I was still giggling as he told me that the fish looked like a yellow tarpon. The fish showed no signs of being interested in the
bait and as it headed for the bottom Gerald was beside himself. He was getting ready to troll the yakagi when the fish was hit

and came up the surface like a torpedo. The yellow tarpon had stopped 82157476af
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